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Abstract
In this thesis, I designed several of the hardware components of a spatial tracker
for an air-to-ground laser communication system; these include a PWM switching
amplifier and the control systems for driving the primary steering and tracking ele-
ments required in the acquisition and maintenance of an optical communication link.
The hardware was designed for low size, weight, and power (SWaP), low cost, and
easy system integration. A performance analysis is presented comparing the designed
hardware to a benchmark lasercom system developed at MIT Lincoln Laboratory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Overview of
Lasercom
There are several fundamental differences between established radio frequency (RF)
communication systems and laser communication (lasercom) systems. The first dif-
ference is the wavelength of the information-carrying signal. In a lasercom system,
the wavelength of the light is roughly 1,000 times smaller than the wavelength of an
established RF signal(1.5pm-800nm compared to 10m-10cm). Accordingly, as in any
wireless communication system, the achievable bit rate or channel capacity is directly
proportional to the analog bandwidth, which implies that an ideal lasercom link could
achieve theoretical bit rates 1,000 times those of established RF links. The second
difference relates to beam divergence. There is a fundamental property of electromag-
netic waves propagating in free space that the beam diameter increases over distance.
Beam divergence is defined for the far field as the angular measure of the increase in
beam diameter with distance from the optical aperture from which the beam orig-
inates. The beam divergence is proportional to the wavelength of the propagating
wave and inversely proportional to the diameter of the beam aperture, and therefore,
lasercom systems will have smaller beam divergence than RF systems. One important
result of this power efficient delivery is that lasercom systems have the advantage of a
lower probability of intercept than established RF systems, where probability of inter-
cept is a measure of one's ability to communicate in the far field exclusively with an
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intended target. One scenario where this difference provides a compelling advantage
on behalf of lasercom systems is on the battlefield, where communication systems
with larger beam divergence allow the enemy to detect the presence of communica-
tion, even for encrypted data. With a low probability of intercept, it is possible to
design a lasercom link that is extremely difficult to detect. For example, an aircraft
performing a covert reconnaissance mission could communicate data with lower prob-
ability of detection. An additional advantage of the smaller beam divergence is that
transmitters use less power. For a desired power level at the receiver, the transmitters
need less power to achieve that level because the energy is contained within a lower
divergence beam. Lastly, lasercom systems have the advantage of being physically
smaller and lighter. While established RF systems require large antennas, lasercom
systems use significantly smaller and lighter optical apertures.
A fair comparison of established RF and lasercom systems requires acknowledg-
ment of lasercom's major drawback, that being the attenuation of infrared radiation
in the atmosphere. When infrared radiation is transmitted through the atmosphere,
interaction of the transmitted energy with gas particles (primarily vapor and C02), at-
tenuates the transmitted energy and thus limits the energy available at the receiver[1].
This atmospheric fading effect scales with the transmitted power. For this reason,
it may be difficult for lasercom systems to fully replace lower frequency RF space-
to-ground or ground-to-space systems where significant distances must be traversed
through the atmosphere. Additionally, the attenuation of infrared radiation presents
a significant design challenge of air-to-ground, space-to-ground, and space-to-air laser-
com systems that must be robust over a range of weather patterns. Infrared radiation
is also subject to atmospheric effects, which result in varying signal intensity within
the beam footprint of the receiving aperture plane. One approach to correcting these
effects is to use a single large aperture with wavefront correction hardware in the
optical train. Another approach, investigated by Group 66, uses several receiving
apertures to provide spatial diversity such that, at any one of the apertures, the
effects are minimized. Standard channel coding techniques such as forward error cor-
rection and interleaving are also implemented to overcome the atmospheric effects
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and moving cloud cover, however, even with these physical layer and data link layer
improvements, RF systems work more reliably through the atmosphere. For these
reasons, the most practical applications of lasercom systems will include:
e Satellite Crosslinks in Space (Low Earth Orbit(LEO-LEO), Geostationary Orbit(GEO-
GEO), LEO-GEO)
e Satellite-to-Aircraft Links
" Aircraft-to-Ground Links
With an increasing demand for secure, high data rate communications, lasercom is
a viable choice, but will require engineering to overcome the realities of transmitting
infrared radiation through the atmosphere.
1.1 Brief Historical Context
The beginnings of lasercom date back to the early 1960s when NASA and the U.S.
Air Force pursued a lasercom system capable of a 1 Gbps data rate. This target data
rate was needed for future applications and was not reachable with the established
RF systems. In the early 1970s, the U.S. Air Force began an initial competition for
a laser crosslink demonstration in space. However, budget cuts to the space program
reconfigured the demonstration to be an aircraft-to-ground competition. McDonnell
Douglas, a major U.S. aerospace manufacturer and defense contractor of the time,
delivered the first aircraft and ground terminals in the late 1970s, which proved the
feasibility of transferring information at 1 Gbps over a fading atmospheric channel.
For its successful demonstration, McDonnell Douglas was awarded a contract in the
early 1980s to develop the laser crosslink system (LCS) for space. Meanwhile at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory (MITLL), the lab's first
lasercom system was under construction for NASAs Advanced Communication Tech-
nology Satellite (ACTS) program and offered a data rate of 220 Mbps. Unfortunately,
several technology limitations of the time contributed to the termination of the LCS
17
program in 1993, and NASA funding cuts reduced the MITLL program to a labo-
ratory demonstration. Lasercom development was slowed in the mid-1990s until the
innovations made in fiber optics communication technology for the telecom industry
became readily available, and a growing number of application-specific demands for
a high data rate system began to surface[1].
The present demand of the U.S. Military for secure, high data rate communication
links has rekindled the research and government investments in developing lasercom
systems. One application that requires the performance of a lasercom system is the
transmission of sensor data gathered in tactical reconnaissance missions. The cur-
rent limitations of RF links cannot meet the data rate requirements of these data
transmissions. As a result, reconnaissance data recorded on an aircraft performing
wide-area surveillance cannot be viewed until the aircraft has landed. This limitation
reduces the time value of the reconnaissance data as well as the duration of flight in
applications requiring real-time information retrieval. For example, if the reconnais-
sance data was gathered over a hostile territory, where the suspect was transitioning
to a new location, even minutes of delay between the capture and retrieval of the
reconnaissance data could greatly diminish its value.
1.1.1 Lasercom at MITLL
Group 66 at MIT Lincoln Laboratory designs lasercom systems under grants from
the U.S. Department of Defense. The overall project began in 2009 with the following
system goals:
" Real-time data transfer of 2.5 Gbps interim, 10-50 Gbps objective over ~ 50
km range from aircraft platform to ground terminal
" Low size, weight, and power (SWaP) and integration impact on the aircraft
* Low SWaP ground terminal for ease of deployment
" Reasonable cost
18
The system uses a 1.5im wavelength diode-pumped solid-state laser, which places
its radiation in the Near Infrared Region (NIR) of the electromagnetic spectrum.
In 2009, Group 66 demonstrated a 2.5 Gbps benchmark air-to-ground system over
>50km in flight tests with moderate cloud cover. Objective data rates are to be
demonstrated in future designs.
1.2 Driving Forces: Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP)
For any aircraft or space-based communication system, there is an important demand
to conserve size, weight, and power in the design. The weight and power demands of
satellites drastically affect their life-cycle costs including launch costs, on-orbit life,
and payload capabilities. Similarly, the size, weight and power constraints imposed
by aircraft platforms steer the design of any on board system. The demand for a
low SWaP system motivates the thesis work outlined in this proposal. Prior to the
beginning of this thesis, Group 66 had designed, built, and tested functional ground-
to-ground and air-to-ground lasercom systems. These benchmark designs used many
OEM products and their purpose was to prove feasibility of the envisioned lasercom
system. Moving forward, major components of the benchmark air-to-ground system
must be optimized for low SWaP and system objectives. My previous and future work
is focused on the goal of reducing the size, weight, and power of several components
in the spatial tracker of the benchmark system, and increasing system performance
wherever possible.
19
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Chapter 2
Spatial Tracker Overview
2.1 Architectural Overview
A spatial tracker for lasercom is a control system that helps to establish and maintain
a line-of-sight optical communication link. The tracker is composed of several blocks
that facilitate link acquisition, link maintenance, and data transfer in an environment
with various link impairments. There is at least one spatial tracker at each end of an
lasercom link. For example, in an air-to-ground link, there is at least one tracker on
the ground terminal and at least one on the aircraft terminal.
The performance of a spatial tracker heavily influences the robustness of a lasercom
link. Within the scope of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model shown in
Figure 2-1, the challenges of link acquisition and link maintenance are central to the
physical layer design, while the challenges of data transfer lie in the data link layer,
and are similar to those of any lossy communication link.
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The OSI Reference Model
Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data Link
Physical
Physical Medium
Figure 2-1: Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model
2.1.1 Useful Concepts
In order to aid in the explanation of the challenges faced in the design of a spatial
tracker for lasercom, the following useful concepts are defined below:
" Field-of-View (FOV): an angular measure of an optical receiver's ability to
detect a beam.
* Field-of-Regard (FOR): an angular measure of an optical steering element's
ability to steer a beam.
" Beam Width: a measure of length in terms of the angular diameter or divergence
of an optical beam.
" Noise Equivalent Angle (NEA): an angular measure of the residual tracking
error along the line-of-sight vector that is a function of the received signal to
noise ratio in the tracking bandwidth, the optical spot size on the detector,
and the gain of the tracking system[1). The NEA defines the sensitivity of the
spatial tracker and a derivation is presented in the appendices.
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2.1.2 Link Acquisition
During link acquisition, the primary challenge is to bring the beams of two termi-
nals into each others' FOVs. This process can be a critical bottleneck in establishing
communication due to pointing uncertainties, but fortunately there are approaches
to reduce the acquisition time and increase the probability of acquisition. The first
approach uses telemetry data communicated between the terminals over a lower data
rate RF link that provides global position information and ephemeris to reduce the
area of uncertainty to a well-defined size. The second approach allows a terminal to
spread its transmitted energy over a larger diameter beacon during acquisition. In
order for the terminal to spread its transmitted energy, the receiving terminal must
have the sensitivity to detect the lower power density. Additionally, even when both
of these approaches are employed, there remains the challenge for both terminals of
determining their absolute position and orientation. Lasercom terminals frequently
employ inertial measurement units (IMUs) to determine absolute position, however,
the integrating nature of these devices results in a drift error. It is essential for the
error budget of the link acquisition block to address the drift error of the IMUs. Ad-
ditionally, there is thermal-mechanical drift in the mechanical coupling between the
acquisition detector and transmitter that must be considered.
There are symmetric acquisition systems, in which either terminal can initiate the
process, and asymmetric acquisition systems, in which only one of the terminals can
act as the initiator. The distinguishing feature is that asymmetric acquisition systems
generally have one terminal that is SWaP-limited and unable to initiate acquisition.
Therefore, the SWaP-limited terminal must wait for the initiator to begin acquisition,
after which the following occurs:
" The SWaP-limited terminal detects the initiator's beacon, locks onto the beacon
and reduces its pointing error.
* The SWaP-limited terminal responds to the initiator with its own beacon.
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" The initiator detects the response, locks onto the returned beacon and reduces
its pointing error.
" Assuming that both terminals have locked onto each others' beams and opti-
mized pointing error, the link is established, and communication can begin.
2.1.3 Link Maintenance
During link maintenance, or tracking, the primary challenge is to keep the terminals
locked on each others' beams in the presence of disturbances. Spatial trackers on
both ends of the link use a set of nested tracking control loops (described below) of
increasing bandwidth and rejection (moving inward) to maintain a reliable link. If
disturbances force the optical signal to move outside the FOV of one of the nested
loops, control is passed to progressively outer loops until a lock is restored. The noise
equivalent angle (NEA) of the spatial tracker is an important figure of merit in the
performance of both acquisition and tracking loops.
2.1.4 Data Transfer
The primary challenge of data transfer in any communication system is to ensure a low
bit error rate. A lasercom system is no different and requires intelligent channel coding
protocols such as forward error correction (FEC) and interleaving to achieve a low bit
error rate. However, the solutions to this challenge are common to communication
through any lossy medium, and therefore lie in the data link layer of the OSI model.
As described below, the focus of this thesis is the link maintenance block, more
specifically, the design of components in one of the three tracking control loops to
meet the requirements of the physical layer of the OSI model.
2.2 Tracking Control Loops
As an aircraft terminal moves relative to a ground terminal in an air-to-ground laser-
com link, there are several fundamental disturbances and sources of error that must
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be rejected, in order to maintain a reliable communication link. Drift and mechanical
jitter both originate on the terminal itself, while pointing error is the result of uncer-
tainty between two terminals. The frequency spectra of these errors are summarized
in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Types of Error in a Lasercom System
From a systems-level point of view, the spatial tracker must provide a rejection
function that results in error that is less than fractions of the beam width of the
optical signal. The tracker achieves the required rejection using a set of three nested
tracking control loops referred to as the pointing (outer), coarse track (middle), and
fine track (inner) control loops. During link acquisition and maintenance, tracking
control is handed off between the nested control loops in order to maintain lock.
2.2.1 Pointing Control Loop
The pointing system is centered around an optical steering element or gimbal. The
primary function of the pointing control loop is to keep the control loops with narrower
FOVs centered with a low bandwidth of 10's of Hz [9]. The input to the pointing
control loop is a pointing command calculated from telemetry and ephemeris data.
2.2.2 Coarse Track Control Loop
The coarse track system used in the MITLL benchmark system is shown in Figure 2-
2 [9]. It relies on the pointing system to track the optical signal in a low-frequency
sense, and it adds the ability to track with a higher bandwidth to maintain a locked
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Error Type Frequency Range
Drift DC-1OHz
Pointing DC-50Hz
Mechanical Jitter 50Hz-lkHz
link in the presence of high frequency platform jitter due to base motion disturbances.
The different functions of the terminal components are summarized in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Terminal Components in the Coarse Track System
Component Purpose
Steering Flat(OFLAT) Used in the coalignment of multiple apertures
Fast Steering Mirror(FSM) Primary beam steering element
Hollow Retro-Reflector(HRR) Used to bore sight the FPA and fiber
Beam Splitter(B/S) Splits beam for tracking and communication
Focal Plane Array(FPA) Primary tracking sensor
Collimator Narrows incoming beam onto fiber for comm
2.2.3 Fine Track Control Loop
The primary function of the fine track control loop is to provide better rejection of
the low-frequency error components. It is controlled using a nutation approach and
automatic gain control (AGC) to track.
2.3 Scope of Thesis
The focus of this thesis is the design of circuits for a spatial tracker and improvements
in size, weight, and power that can be made to the coarse track control loop in a
benchmark lasercom system. It includes the design and testing of an efficient PWM
switching amplifier topology for controlling an FSM in closed loop and an investigation
of a lower cost, lower power, and higher bandwidth tracking sensor.
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Figure 2-2: Coarse Track Control Loop Construction
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Chapter 3
Fast Steering Mirror Overview
A fast steering mirror (FSM) is a one or two-axis, high-bandwidth mirror used to
steer an optical beam with microradian resolution. The MITLL Group 66 benchmark
system uses a two-axis FSM as the high bandwidth steering element in the coarse track
control loop of the spatial trackers. The mirror coordinate axes for a two-axis FSM
are shown in Figure 3-1, as viewed from the front of the mirror. In lasercom systems,
the Y-axis and X-axis are commonly referred to as the Azimuth and Elevation axes
respectively. It is common for FSMs to have their steering interface rotated 450 off
the AZ-EL axes on the A-B axes to minimize volume. When using these mirrors, a
coordinate transformation block is needed to close a feedback loop around position
feedback located on the AZ-EL axes.
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Figure 3-1: Fast Steering Mirror (FSM) Axes
3.1 Mechanical Model: Spring-Mass-Damper
A spring-mass-damper approximation can be used to model the dominant FSM dy-
namics. The dominant low frequency behavior is modeled by a system with one
spring, mass, and damper, which has a primary mechanical resonance resulting from
the under damped energy transfer between the spring and the inertia of the mass.
Additionally, there are one or more resonances due to mechanical decoupling that
occurs when parts of the mirror depart from a rigid body approximation. A rough
model that includes both low and high frequency behaviors consists of two masses,
two springs, and two dampers, where the first mass, M 1, is much larger than the sec-
ond mass, M 2 (shown in Figure 3-2). The mass M 2 represents the part of the mirror
that decouples from the main mass, M 1 .
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M1 M2 F
C1 C2
x1 'X2
Figure 3-2: Two-Mass, Spring-Mass-Damper System
For this system, the primary and secondary resonances occur at frequencies given
by the following equations (see the appendices for a derivation of the spring-mass-
damper equations):
Wprimary = M 1 + M 2  (3.1)
Wsecondary = (3.2)
where ki, the spring constant of the mounting flexure between the mirror mount
and the housing, and k2 , are used to provide an approximate model of the elastic
modes of the FSM.
3.2 Electrical Model: Voice Coil Actuators
The electrical interface to an FSM is commonly two pairs of voice coil actuators
which are driven differentially to steer the mirror in two axes. This type of voice coil
actuator uses the magnetic field generated in a spatially-fixed coil of wire to generate
a motive force on a permanent magnet mounted on the mirror. The actuator can
be modeled by an inductor with a series resistance and a back electromotive force
(EMF) as shown in Figure 3-3 [4].
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L
VA
VEMF=KW1x + F=KM2IL
Figure 3-3: Model of Single Voice Coil Acutator
Driving an inductive load with series resistance is dominated by a purely electrical
time constant given by -re= . However, driving a load that includes the back EMF
is dominated by an electromechanical time constant Tm that depends on mechanical
properties of the actuator. Due to the difficulty in modeling or calculating this time
constant without conversation with the designer or reverse engineering, it is most
easily determined through measurement.
When driving this load with a power amplifier that acts like a voltage source (VA),
the current through the load is given by:
I, = VA - VEMF
sL + R(3
Therefore, the system is first-order with a single pole located at:
Wpole = Rs (3.4)
As will be explained in subsequent chapters, a more complicated power amplifier
and load relationship exists that results from the EMF.
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3.3 Measuring Dynamics
All of the FSMs that are considered in the following sections have similar second-order
dynamics, with primary and secondary resonances as described above. The dynamics
measurements were performed using an HP Model 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer.
The analyzer has three ports for interfacing to a system: a source, measurement
channel 1, and measurement channel 2. The source is used to stimulate the system
and the measurement channels are placed across system blocks to measure transfer
characteristics (i.e. magnitude, phase, spectral power density). The analyzer is used
in this manner to obtain Bode plots of the FSM dynamics.
3.4 Mirror Comparison
Group 66 has been experimenting with three different FSMs, one of which was de-
signed and built at MITLL. The three mirrors are shown in Figure 3-4 and compared
in the following subsections.
Figure 3-4: Newport FSM300, Optics In Motion OIM101, MITLL Dither Mirrors
(Left to Right)
3.4.1 Mirror Dynamics
The frequency responses of the three mirrors were measured using position sensor
feedback. Figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10 show the open loop Bode plots
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of the Newport FSM300, Optics in Motion OIM10, and MITLL Dither mirrors
respectively.
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Figure 3-5: FSM300 Open Loop Bode Magnitude
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Figure 3-6: FSM300 Open Loop Bode Phase
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Figure 3-7: OIM101 Open Loop Bode Magnitude
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Figure 3-8: OIM101 Open Loop Bode Phase
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Figure 3-9: MITLL Dither Open Loop Bode Magnitude
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Figure 3-10: MITLL Dither Open Loop Bode Phase
3.4.2 Summary of Mirror Differences
Table 3.1 summarizes the key features of the three mirrors.
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Table 3.1: Mirror Comparison: Key Features
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FSM300 OIM101 MITLL Dither
Number of Axes 2 2 1
Angular Range (Mech.) ±26.3 mrad ±26.3 mrad ±104 mrad
Resolution 1 prad rms 2 irad rms <2 trad rms
Cont. Max Power to Mirror 15W 30W 45W
Mirror Head Weight 15.3oz (434g) 12.2oz (346g) 5.92oz (168g)
Primary Mech. Resonance 12.5Hz 28Hz 4.7Hz
Secondary Mech. Resonance >1kHz > 1kHz 506Hz
Voice Coil Inductance 100pH 500pH 190pH
Voice Coil Resistance 5.1Q 5.8Q 1.7Q
R Frequency 8.1kHz 1.9kHz 1.4kHz
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Chapter 4
FSM PWM Driver and
Compensator
The need for a smaller, lighter, and more efficient driver that is compatible with
several mirrors was the motivation for replacing the controllers that are shipped with
FSMs and designed for laboratory use.
4.1 PWM Driver Circuit
There are two main approaches for driving a FSM as modeled in the previous chapter.
The first approach uses a linear amplifier, however, linear amplifiers lose a significant
amount of power due to biasing and the linear operation of the output transistors.
The second approach uses a switching amplifier that can achieve a significantly higher
efficiency. The circuit shown in Figure 4-1 is an efficient, PWM driver for steering
a FSM. This topology will work for any FSM with voice coil actuators as the drive
interface and similar power requirements to the three mirrors previously discussed.
It uses current feedback in the driver loop to simplify the mirror drive, where the
force generated by the actuator is proportional to the load current. The switching
frequency, full bridge supply voltage, and integrator gain can be adjusted for a wide
range of coil inductances. The following subsections explain the major components
of the PWM driver.
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4.1.1 Full Bridge Output Stage
The output stage of the PWM driver uses a full bridge (or H bridge) topology. This
approach places the FSM voice coils as a bridge-tied load between the outputs of
two half bridges and allows bidirectional current to flow. It is a particularly favor-
able approach in ground-referenced output stages, where it eliminates the need for
a negative supply. In high power applications, the full bridge is usually designed
from discrete transistors and an IC gate driver, however, the power needed to drive a
FSM makes the L293 Quad Push-Pull IC a favorable option. The L293 features 1A
output current per channel and separate power supplies for the logic and output stage.
This PWM approach switches both sides of the load between the supply and
ground at the PWM switching frequency. Due to the inductive nature of the voice
coils, the current in the coils cannot go to zero instantaneously. Therefore, freewheel-
ing diodes are added to allow the inductor current to ramp down at the end of each
switching cycle.
4.1.2 Current Feedback
To command current in the voice coils in closed-loop, the coil current must be sensed
and used as feedback in the driver. This is accomplished using a sense resistor (usu-
ally 1M or less to limit power dissipation and voltage drop) and an instrumentation
amplifier. The combination of the two is referred to as a current monitor. For a 1
sense resistor and equal value resistors around the amplifier, the current monitor pro-
vides a 1M transimpedance (current-to-voltage) transformation. The output voltage
is fed back to a summing amplifier through a resistor. The PWM driver uses the
summing amplifier for two purposes, generating the error signal and the loop integra-
tor to remove steady-state error. The integrator gain is set to achieve desired loop
dynamics in the closed-loop driver. The major limitation on increasing the integrator
gain is the dominant time constant due to the voice coils, which contributes a -90
degree phase shift.
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4.1.3 Sine Triangle PWM
A common approach to generating the variable duty cycle waveform for a PWM circuit
is to use a comparator with its non-inverting input set by a reference voltage and its
inverting input driven by a sawtooth waveform. At the output of the comparator, a
square wave will be generated with a frequency set by the frequency of the sawtooth
input. When the reference voltage is at the midpoint of the sawtooth waveform (i.e.
OV on a 2.5Vpp waveform), the resulting square waveform will have a duty cycle
of D=0.5. By varying the reference voltage, a variable duty cycle waveform can be
be generated at the output of the comparator, which can be used to control the
H Bridge output voltage across the bridge-tied load. The output is centered around
D=0.5, which drives OV across the load. Observing the output of the current monitor,
a positive current flows for D>0.5 and a negative current flows for D<0.5.
Yre f + UML
Sawtooth -
Figure 4-2: Comparator Configured for Sine Triangle PWM (D=0.5)
The choice of switching frequency (f8 ,) for the sawtooth waveform has two major
influences. The first is the L time constant of the voice coils. The second is the
subsequent desired closed-loop bandwidth of the FSM control loop. From a control
standpoint, a switching amplifier adds delay to the loop that is modeled by ef-sw [11].
According to Laplace, the delay in the s-domain corresponds to a time shift in the
time domain, as shown below.
f-{f(t - a)} = F(s)e-sa (4.1)
For f(t)=sin(wt):
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=-F(s)e in(wt - )f = sin(wt - (4.2)
2f8W
The phase shift (#deg) in degrees at frequency f is given by:
deg = 27rf 180 _ 180f (43)2f., 7r f W
A good rule of thumb is to sample 6-10x over the rise time t, in order to limit
the phase shift to a few degrees. Therefore, a switching frequency that is at least 30x
faster than the natural frequency of the system will allow continuous time control
techniques to be applied to the sampled system[11]. The sawtooth waveform is easily
generated using a 555 timer as shown in Figure 4-3. The LMC555, a CMOS version
of the popular 555 timer, is cable of generating astable multivibrator outputs of up
to 3MHz, which is sufficiently faster than needed.
4.1.4 XOR for Symmetric Timing
A duty cycle of D=0.5 corresponds to zero current command in the voice coils, which
is the result of equal voltages at the output of both half bridges in the H Bridge
output. This places equal voltages on either side of the bridge-tied voice voice coil.
In order to drive bidirectional current through the voice coils, both positive and
negative voltages must be driven across it. This is accomplished using the variable
duty cycle waveform, D, and its duty cycle inverse, 1-D, which are applied to the
control inputs of the two half bridges. The 1-D waveform can be generated using a
two-input XOR gate, with one of its inputs held high. The D waveform is also passed
through a two-input XOR gate, with its second input held low to buffer the signal, in
order to keep the propagation delays equal between the D and 1-D waveforms driving
the two half bridges.
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Figure 4-3: LMC55 Sawtooth Generators
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Table 4.1: Block Diagram Units
Variable Units
VCMD [V]
VFB [V]
VE [V]
V, [V]
VA [V]
VEMF [V]
VC [V]
IL [A]
KM2  [A"
KM1 [~
M [kg]
x [im]
4.2 PWM Driver and FSM as Plant
The previous chapter outlined an electromechanical model for the voice coil actua-
tors of an FSM. The following analysis develops a more detailed control model for the
PWM driver and actuators in order to establish the 'plant' of a mirror control sys-
tem. Figure 4-4 is a block diagram for the closed-loop driver and voice coil actuator.
Table 4.1 shows the units of the variables.
Vc + A(s) +- KN
+ ~POWER . LIt
VFB AMPEMF
10K1
Figure 4-4: PWM Driver and Load Model
The power amp block A(s) represents part of the driver from the input to the
comparator to the output voltage across the bridge-tied load. Using the delay model
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for the PWM circuit and further inspection of the gain through this part of the driver,
it can be shown that:
A(s) = 2e 1- (4.4)
The back EMF voltage (VEMF) generated in the voice coil actuator is given by:
VEMF = KM1i (4.5)
And the force generated by the voice coil actuator is given by:
F = KM2IL = M2 (4.6)
The voltage-to-current transfer function from the output of the power amp is
effectively a minor loop in the overall driver and can be written using Black's formula:
1 8
IL _ sL+R 
_ L (4-7)
VA 1+ 1 Km1KM2 ZS2 +S+KulK+ 2 (4.7)
sL+R, Ms L LM
The transfer characteristic from the input to the driver to the output of the current
monitor is the major loop and can also be written using Black's formula:
sKA (s)R
Vc _ sL(s2+s + M1M2) KA(s)RcL___ML (4.8)
CMD I + sKA(s{Rc 10 g2 + S& + KnKm2 + 10KA(s)Rc
sL(2+S- + MM2 1+L LM L
where Rc is the 1 sense resistor in the current monitor. This transfer character-
istic describes a second-order system with natural frequency given by:
+KMKM2 10 A(s)Re (4.9)
LM L
and a damping ratio given by:
Rs 1R s = (4.10)
2L wo
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4.3 Block Diagram Explanations
From a block diagram perspective, the control loops for the FSMs are similar, and
vary only in the location of a coordinate transformation block. Figure 4-5 shows the
configuration for mirrors with the drive and position sensors located on the A-B axes.
Figure 4-6 shows the configuration for mirrors with the drive on the AZ-EL axes and
the position sensors on the A-B axes.
COORDINATE SERIES PWM DRIVERCOMMAND TRANSFORM COMPENSATOR + POSITION
+ +FSM
- -
eOPTICAL
FEEDBACK
MINOR LOOP
RATE FEDBACK
Figure 4-5: Block Diagram for FSM300, OIM101, and MITLL Dither Mirror Control
Loops
COMMAND + SERIES.
COMPENSAT OR
+ '4-+
-. POSITION
OPTICAL
FEEDBACK
Figure 4-6: Block Diagram for Other Possible Mirror Control Loop
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4.4 Compensator
The spring-mass-damper model of the FSM from the previous chapter suggests that
the dominant low frequency behavior of the FSM can be modeled by a second-order
transfer function, given by:
GFSM(S) = D2 0  (4.11)
s2 + 2000s + (A2
where wo is the natural frequency where the primary mechanical resonance occurs
and ( is the damping ratio. The relevant second-order system performance metrics
are[4]:
DampedNaturalFrequency : Wd = wo 1 - (4.12)
7r 7r
Time - to - Peak: t, = - = (4.13)
Wd WV1
PeakOvershoot : P= 1 + exp(- ) = 1 + exp( - ) (4.14)
Tenv )
1 1
MagnitudePeaking : M = < (4.15)
A second-order system of this kind requires compensation to close a stable control
loop. The approach consists of two compensation techniques and has been successfully
used by Professor James Roberge to compensate FSMs. The first technique uses minor
loop feedback to improve the damping of the plant (driver and FSM). The second uses
a series compensator to achieve first-order loop behavior before crossover frequency.
4.4.1 Minor Loop Compensation
Applying rate position feedback around the driver and FSM (the 'plant') provides
a degree of control on the damping of the under damped second-order system. The
ideal amount of damping will drive the complex conjugate poles to the negative real
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axis of the pole-zero plot. Upon successfully damping the under damped system, a
series compensator can be used to close a stable feedback loop around the critically
damped system with two negative real poles in the left-half plane. The circuit used
for applying rate feedback is an op amp differentiator, as shown in Figure 4-7.
When the differentiator is placed in the feedback path of a second-order system,
Black's formula can be applied to calculate the effective damping of the system:
GDCJ 2
GFSM(S) G2 ± (4.16)
s2 + 2(wos + wo
HDIFF(S)= -bs (4.17)
GDCW .
C GFSM __C2+2(wos+W
R 1 + GFSMHDIFF 1 + s D (bs)
C GDCW2 GDCWo
-(s) 0 (4.19)
RS s2 + (2Cwo + bGDCog 0 0 24__o
The FSM with minor loop rate feedback has the same natural frequency as the
FSM in open loop, however, the damping has been increased. The effective damping
is given by:
(ef= + bGDCWo (4.20)2
The differentiator is designed to provide an effective damping of (eff=1 (critical
damping), in which case both of the complex conjugate poles are located on the
negative real axis. This system is more easily compensated with series compensation
techniques.
4.4.2 Series Compensation
The critically damped ((eff=1) system with minor loop feedback has two negative
real poles and zero magnitude peaking, however, the system's phase rolls hard after
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the primary resonance. The series compensator shown in Figure 4-8 is composed of
two major parts-a lag network and a lead network. The lag network places a DC
pole and a zero at the primary resonance. The lead network place a zero at the
primary resonance and a pair of poles beyond the desired crossover frequency. The
combination of these two blocks effectively cancels the double pole at the primary
resonance and allows the feedback loop to be closed around an open loop transfer
function of K. Applying Black's formula, the resulting control looks first order before
crossover:
C G K K
-(s) = G + S=
R 1+GH 1+- s+K
(4.21)
This in effect cancels the primary response of the plant, and limited by the elastic
modes of the plant, replaces it with the desired response of the system.
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4.4.3 Coordinate Transformer
Two of the FSMs compared in the previous chapter (FSM300 and OIM10) and the
preceding block diagrams suggest the need for a coordinate transformation to close a
feedback loop around position feedback located off the AZ-EL axes. Figure 4-9 shows
the AZ-EL and A-B axes.
EL
AZ
Figure 4-9: Generic Coordinate Transform
To rotate vectors Av and Bv in the A-B axes to the AZ-EL axes, where the angle
between the axes is 0=450, the components of the vectors in the AZ-EL axes are given
by a scaled difference and sum:
1
AZv = BVAZ - AVAZ = Bvcos(6) - Avcos(6) = -(Bv - Av)
1
ELv = BvEL + AVEL = Bvsin(O) + Avsin(O) = (By + Av)
(4.22)
(4.23)
Figure 4-10 shows a generic coordinate transform circuit that can be loaded to
achieve different rotations.
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EL-CTSUM
EL.CT
AZ-CT
AZ-CTSUM
Figure 4-10: Generic Coordinate Transform Circuit
4.5 Results
After preliminary testing of the PWM driver and compensation circuits, the designs
were brought together onto two printed circuit boards (PCBs). These boards were
designed to accommodate general FSM characteristics and can be populated to meet
the driving requirements of many FSMs.
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4.5.1 Compensated Dynamics
The following figures show the compensated forward path Bode plots for the com-
pensated mirrors.
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Figure 4-11: FSM300 Compensated Forward Path Bode Magnitude (fc=19Hz)
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Figure 4-12: FSM300 Compensated Forward Path Bode Phase (#M=930)
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Figure 4-13: OIM101 Compensated Forward Path Bode Magnitude (fc=162Hz)
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Figure 4-14: OIM101 Compensated Forward Path Bode Phase (#M=59")
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Figure 4-15: MITLL Dither Compensated Forward Path Bode Magnitude (fc=69Hz)
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Figure 4-16: MITLL Dither Compensated Forward Path Bode Phase (bm=68*)
4.5.2 SWaP Performance
The overall goal of designing a switching amplifier was to reduce the size, weight,
and power of the FSM control circuits. The two PCBs provide a significantly smaller
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and lighter form factor than the controllers shipped with the FSMs, and they easily
integrate into the Group 66 benchmark system.. The board uses approximately one-
tenth the power that the entire FSM controller shipped with one of the mirrors uses.
4.5.3 FSM PWM Driver Board
Figures 4-17 and 4-18 show the PCB for the PWM driver circuits. The board size
was designed to meet the PC-104 embedded system standard (3.55" x 3.775") and
is intended to be integrated into existing PC-104 stacks in the Group 66 benchmark
system. The HD-DB15 connector provides the interface to the FSM.
Figure 4-17: FSM PWM Driver Board [Top]
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Figure 4-18: FSM PWM Driver Board [Bottom]
4.5.4 FSM Compensator Board
Figures 4-19 and 4-20 show the PCB for the minor loop and series compensator
circuits, as well as the coordinate transformer. This board interfaces to the PWM
board through the 14-pin header (JP1 in Figure 4-19). The compensator board size
was also designed to meet the PC-104 embedded system standard (3.55" x 3.775") and
is intended to be integrated into existing PC-104 stacks in the Group 66 benchmark
system. The HD-DB15 connector provides the power and signal control interface to
the entire FSM control loop.
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Figure 4-19: FSM Compensator Board [Top]
Figure 4-20: FSM Compensator Board [Bottom]
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4.5.5 FSM Driver Configurations for Mirrors
Table 4.2 summarizes the key features of the load configurations for the PWM driver
and compensator circuits used to control the three different FSMs previously de-
scribed.
Table 4.2: Mirror Comparison: Load Configurations
FSM300 OIM101 MITLL Dither
Switching Frequency 200kHz 150kHz 120kHz
Supply Voltage 5V 5V 7V
Lag Zero Frequency 12.45Hz 28Hz 4.7Hz
Tow-Thomas Zero Frequency 12.45Hz 28Hz 4.7Hz
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Chapter 5
Tracking Sensor Investigation
Figure 5-1: Quad Cell Square
The cost of the spatial tracker in the Group 66 benchmark system is currently dom-
inated by the primary tracking sensor, a Focal Plane Array. FPAs are typically
composed of millions of detector devices such as avalanche photo diodes (APDs) or
p-intrinsic (PIN) photo diodes, where the energy represented at the output of each
detector device is less than a millionth of that incident on the entire focal array.
This characteristic results in a high resolution sensor which can be used for centroid
tracking with reduced background sensitivity. However, a disadvantage of centroid
calculations for an NxN pixel FPA is that the calculations consume valuable computa-
tion time, which limits the readout bandwidth of the sensor. This chapter investigates
the use of a lower cost, lower power, and higher bandwidth tracking sensor called a
quad cell. A quad cell falls into the category of quadrant detectors and is composed
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D A
C B
of four photo diodes arranged in a 2x2 array. The received light intensity on the
four photo diodes can be used to quickly calculate tracking signals, because the read-
out time is small. Given the quad cell shown in Figure 5-1, two-axes Azimuth and
Elevation tracking signals are calculated according to Equations 5.1 and 5.2.
AZ -(A+B)-(C+D) (51)
A+B+C+D
EL (A+D)(B+C) (5.2)
A +B+C +D
Where A, B, C, and D represent voltages converted from the photo currents out
of the four photodiodes. Due to the smaller number of devices, quad cells provide a
lower-cost alternative to the FPA tracking sensor, financially and computationally. A
lateral effect sensor is a device that is nearly equivalent to the quad cell, however, it
is constructed in a way to minimize the dead zones between the four photodiodes.
5.1 Quad Cell Readout
5.1.1 Transimpedance Amplifier Approach
A standard approach to the front-end readout of the quad cell photo diodes is to
use four transimpedance amplifiers followed by a network of operational amplifiers
to perform the (5) sums, (2) differences, and (2) divisions in the AZ-EL calculations
(Equations 5.1 and 5.2). Figure 5-2 shows the AZ-EL Calc Block designed for the
FSM PWM driver. It is important to maximize the transimpedance value, the resistor
in the feedback path of the op amp, because the SNR of the tracking signal is set by
the transimpedance stage. The transimpedance value was maximized based on the
voltage supply limitations of the op amps in order to allow sufficient headroom in
later stages.
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5.1.2 Integrating Digital Reset Approach
An alternative approach to the front-end readout of the quad cell photo diode's pho-
tocurrent uses charge integration and a digital reset rate. Charge accumulates on
an integration capacitor, and each time the voltage across the capacitor reaches a
threshold, it triggers a reset timer which generates a fixed-width digital pulse and
clears the charge on the capacitor. When the optical beam is focused on one of the
four quadrants, its corresponding reset rate will be higher than the other three, which
integrate only error currents. Accordingly, Azimuth and Elevation tracking signals
can be generated based on the reset rates of the four quadrants. The integrating
digital reset circuit that was designed is shown in Figure 5-3.
5.2 Frequency-to-Voltage (F-V) Conversion
A frequency-to-voltage (F-V) converter uses a charge balancing approach that injects
a precise amount of current onto an integration capacitor for a given pulse. The
higher the frequency of the pulses, the more charge that will be injected, and thus,
a larger output voltage. An F-V circuit is used here to take the four outputs of the
integrating digital reset circuit and generate voltages. The ADVFC32 V-F and F-V
Converter was selected. The part provides good linearity and operating frequency up
to 500kHz. It should be noted that this approach was used only for the convenience
of coupling the detector to the FSM and is not a critical component in the design of
the tracking system.
5.3 Closing a Tracking Feedback Loop
5.3.1 System Tests and Performance
Using the integrating digital reset, F-V circuit, and the FSM PWM driver, a set of
tracking tests were performed to demonstrate the usefulness of the quad cell sensor
and efficient steering control electronics in the coarse track control loop.
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5.3.2 Tracking Discriminants
A tracking discriminant can be obtained by driving a triangle wave into the AZ or
EL command of an FSM driver that steers an optical beam and by observing the
corresponding tracking signal output of the tracking sensor. Figures 5-4 and 5-5
show the tracking discriminant obtained from testing the quad cell sensor. The green
triangle wave is the command into the FSM driver EL axis and the yellow waveform
is the tracking signal EL output. The slopes of the linear parts of the two waveforms
are used to derive the angle-to-voltage transfer function, or tracking sensor gain, also
referred to as the slope factor (SF) in the noise equivalent angle (NEA) calculations
(see appendices).
Agilent Techuseegims THU AUG 18 05:05:20 2011
Figure 5-4: Tracking Discriminant Wide View
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Figure 5-5: Tracking Discriminant Narrow View
The inverse SFs (voltage-to-angle transfer functions) for the AZ and EL axes are
given by:
1 26mrad AVDRIVE AtQUADSAZ = ( ) (- ) )2 (5.3)10V AtDRIVE AVQUAD
SF 26mrad AVDRIVE (AtQUAD
1OV AtDRIVE AVQUAD
Where the first term comes from the FSM300 mirror used in this test and repre-
sents the angular range for a 10V command. The discriminants shown in Figures 5-4
and 5-5 were captured during tests on the EL axis. Extracting the two slopes and
calculating the inverse SF:
1 (26mrad)( 0.5V 0.28s ir rad
SV )( )2 cos -- 2. (5.5)10V 1.6s 1.5V 4 V
This SF is a figure of merit for the quad cell as a tracking sensor. For a required
NEA, the SF for the quad cell sets the SNR requirements according to the following
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equation:
1 219prad (5.6)NEA =(5.6)~S F VSNR , SNR
Figure 5-6 shows how the NEA varies with the electrical SNR for tracking with
this sensor.
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Figure 5-6: NEA vs. Electrical SNR for SF=4,566.2, Log-Log
Closer inspection of this curve shows that sub micro-radian NEA requires an
SNR>46.85 dB electrical, 23.43 dB optical. The higher SNR requirement is the trade-
off of using a lower cost, lower power, and higher bandwidth tracking sensor over a
more expensive, higher resolution tracking sensor with a larger SF. If the system can
produce sufficient SNR levels to meet the NEA requirements, the quad cell provides
a number of advantages as the primary tracking sensor in the course track control
loop of the MITLL spatial tracker.
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Chapter 6
Flipper Motor Driver
Stepper motors are used to insert optics (i.e. filters, reflective lenses) in and out of
the laser beam path. The Group 66 benchmark lasercom system has several stepper
motors in the spatial tracker. The current system uses the New Focus 8892 Motorized
Flipper (shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2), which accommodates 1 inch diameter optics.
Each stepper motor comes with its own hand pad that has a rocker switch to toggle
the motor between its two states. The hand pads are useful in a lab setting where
space is not limited and hand operation is desirable, however, in an effort to reduce
size and weight for integration into the Group 66 lasercom system, a new driver circuit
was designed.
6.1 Specification
The specification for the design required the following:
" Single circuit to drive the eight flipper motors on the ground terminal or the
four motors on the aircraft terminal
" Reduction in size and weight of motor controls
" Removal of unnecessary functionality of the hand pad
" Individual addressing mode for four of the eight motors
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" Individual and simultaneous addressing mode for four of the eight motors
* Design PCB board size to meet the PC-104 embedded system standard (3.55"
x 3.775")
Figure 6-1: New Focus 8892 Flipper
Figure 6-2: New Focus 8892 Datasheet Drawing
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6.2 Driver Circuit
6.2.1 Characterization of Hand Pad
The design began with a characterization of the hand pad controls required to drive a
single flipper motor. The signal required to fully transition the motor between states
was measured as a 2.25s pulse of 5.5V, with correct polarity. During transition a
motor consumes 300-500 mA of current.
6.2.2 Flipper Motor Driver Circuit
The block diagram in Figure 6-3 provides an overview of the Flipper Motor Driver
circuit. The circuit provides bidirectional control of up to eight motors. Four of
the .eight motors can be operated in an individual, addressed mode. The other four
motors can be operated in an individual, addressed or simultaneous flipping mode.
The control interface to the circuit consists of seven control signals that drive seven
TTL inputs. Three of the control lines (A, B, C) drive the address inputs of a 3-
to-8 line decoder/demultiplexer and provide the ability to individually address up
to eight motors. Control signals CTLT1 and CTLT2 are the trigger signals for
the timers used in the individual, addressed flipping mode, which generate single
2.25s fixed-width pulses. Control signal CTLT3 is the trigger signal for the timer
used in the simultaneous flipping mode. Control signal CTLT4 is the direction
control signal that controls which way the motors spin in the simultaneous flipping
mode. The three trigger signals are driven through inverters to provide active-high
operation to the microprocessor and avoid unwanted flipper motor transitions during
power cycles. The one-shot timers generate 2.25s fixed-width voltage pulses, which
propagate through the logic to the line drivers where the motors are actually driven.
The circuit implementation of the block diagram is split between Figures 6-4 and
6-5 with the address line inverters not shown. The hardware interface to the circuit is
a DB9 connector with seven control lines and two power supply lines (5V and GND).
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Figure 6-5: Flipper Drivers
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6.3 Performance and Results
The static power dissipation is less than 1W. During the 2.25s transition, the board
consumes a maximum power of 2.5W per channel.
The design was completed in August of 2010 and layed out on a PCB that was
incorporated into the Group 66 October 2010 flight tests. The new driver board
is smaller and lighter than the previous driver, and integrates with the benchmark
system. It consumes the minimum power needed to fully transition the stepper motor.
6.3.1 Flipper Motor Driver Board
Figure 6-6 shows the PC-104 size PCB for the Flipper Motor Driver circuit in a test
enclosure. Eight 3.5mm audio jack connectors for eight stepper motors are shown on
the left side of the board.
Figure 6-6: Flipper Motor Driver Board
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis presented the design of circuits for a spatial tracker and improvements
in size, weight, and power (SWaP) that can be made to the coarse track control
loop in a benchmark lasercom system. It includes the design of an efficient PWM
switching amplifier topology for controlling an FSM as well as the results of closing
three compensated mirror control loops. It also includes an investigation of a lower
cost, lower power, and higher bandwidth tracking sensor, and the results of closing a
tracking feedback loop with a quad cell and PWM-driven FSM. Lastly, it includes a
driver for controlling optical stepper motors. These contributions focused on the goal
of low size, weight, and power to meet the requirements of an aircraft or space-based
lasercom system.
7.1 Future Work
The results of this thesis lay groundwork in Group 66 for future development of low
SWaP drivers for optical steering elements and the evaluation of new tracking sensors.
One such tracking sensor that remains to be investigated is the lateral effect sensor,
which is composed of a 2-by-2 array of detector devices, much like a quad cell, however
it is constructed in a way that removes the large dead zones between the devices. This
feature improves the linearity of the sensor in tracking applications and makes it a
promising option for the primary sensor in the spatial tracker.
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Appendix A
Spring-Mass-Damper Systems
This appendix contains the relevant force calculations for single-mass, single-spring
and two-mass, two-spring spring-mass-damper (SMD) systems used in the model of
the Fast Steering Mirror (FSM). In both cases, assume ideal masses that are unaf-
fected by friction, ideal springs with no mass or internal damping, and a massless
damper.
A single-mass, single-spring SMD system is shown in Figure A-1.
k
M1 F
Figure A-1: Single-Mass, Spring-Mass-Damper System
Hooke's Law states that for small, non-distorting displacements, the spring pro-
vides a negative restoring force given by:
Ffing = -kx (A. 1)
The force due to the damper is proportional to the velocity of the mass and is
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given by:
Fdamp = -ci
The superposition of forces yields:
E F = Miz = -kx + -ci
The result is a second-order differential equation, given by:
c k
z+ .+ x = 0
M1 M1
The natural frequency of the second-order system is given by:
w k0 V 1
And the damping of the second-order system is given by:
1 C
2 vM1k
For a two-mass, two-spring SMD system as shown in Figure A-2, a similar analysis
can be performed.
M2 FM1
C1 ---_C2
x1 X2
Figure A-2: Two-Mass, Spring- Mass- Damper System
The superposition of forces on each mass yields two differential equations:
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(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
Miz1 = -kix + -cii + k2 (X 2 - Xi) + c2 (i 2 - Y 1) (A.7)
M 2 Z 2 = -k2(X2 - X1 ) - c2(:2 - Y 1 ) (A.8)
If M 1>>M2 , this system will have two major resonances. A primary mechanical
resonance results from the under damped energy transfer between the spring and the
inertia of the mass. A secondary resonance results due to mechanical decoupling that
occurs when parts of the mirror depart from a rigid body approximation. The mass
M 2 represents the part of the mirror that decouples from the main mass, M 1. The
natural frequencies of these two resonances are given by:
Wprimary = M 1 + M 2  (A.9)
Wsecondary = (A.10)
The damping ratios are given by:
1 ci
(primary =2 -(A.11)
2 /(-Ml -+M2)ki
1 c2(Secondary 2 M2 k2 (A.12)
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Appendix B
Measuring Inductance
One must often measure the impedance characteristics of a real inductive load to
determine parasitic element values. A good model for a real inductor is shown below
in Figure B-1. In addition to the ideal inductance, there is a parasitic DC series
resistance (Rseries) due to the wire resistance and a parasitic parallel capacitance
(Cinterwinding) due to the interwinding capacitance.
L Rseries
Cinterwinding
Figure B-1: Real Inductor Model
The the impedance characteristic of a real inductor with values L=50pH, Rserie,= 1Q,
and Cinterwining=1pF was simulated in MATLAB and is shown in Figure B-2. The
parasitic resistance introduces a 1Q offset in the curve that dominates at low frequen-
cies, while the parasitic capacitance introduces a component resonance at 22.5MHz.
The region in between is where the inductor looks inductive, up to the resonance,
after which it look capacitive.
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Figure B-2: Real Inductor Impedance Bode Plots
The DC resistance of the inductor is easily measured with a multimeter. The
inductance and interwinding capacitance can both be measured using a precision
resistor, signal generator, and oscilloscope. The precision resistor (Rprec) is placed in
series with inductor under test and the series load is driven with the signal generator.
It is assumed that the signal generator is not driven close to the component resonance
and the real inductor can be approximated as having only a parasitic resistance.
Observing the voltage (Vo) at the impedance divider between the precision resistor
and the inductor, the divider relation is given by:
V0  Rseries + jwL
VSIG Rprec + Rseries + jwL
The magnitude of the impedance is easily observed on the oscilloscope and given
by:
Vo (Rseries ) 2 + (wL)2  (B.2)
VSIG {(Rprec + Reres )2 + (wL)2
The frequency is swept and the half-power point is measured on the oscilloscope.
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The half-power point occurs at the frequency when the voltage falls to - the low
frequency value.
Vo (Rseries)2 + (wL)2 (B.3)
VSIG (Rprec + Reries )2 + (wL) 2  v/-
(Rseries) 2 + (wL) 2  1 (B.4)
(Rprec + Reries)2 + (wL) 2  2
(/(Rprec + Rseries )2 _ 2R 2
L = serf (B.5)
27rf
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Appendix C
Noise Equivalent Angle (NEA)
Calculations for Quadrant
Detector Device[1]
For the quad cell shown above, where A, B, C, and D represent voltages converted
from the currents out of four photodiodes, the ideal Azimuth (AZ) and Elevation
(EL) tracking signals are calculated as the following:
AZ = (A + B) -(C + D)A+B±C-iD
EL = (A + D) -(B + C)A+B+C+D
(C.1)
(C.2)
If there is noise in the transimpedance (current-to-voltage) stage that converts
the diode photo currents to the voltages A, B, C, and D, the tracking signals can be
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rewritten to include noise terms:
AZn = A + na + B + nb - C - ne - D - ndA + B+C + D + na + nb+ ne + nd
E L = A + na, + D + nd - B - nb - C - n,
"A + B + C + D + n, + nb + ne + na
(C.3)
(C.4)
For large SNR levels, the noisy tracking signals can be arranged as a superposition
of the ideal term and the normalized noise term:
AZ =A+B-C-D +na+nb-nc-ndA+B+C+D A+B+C+D
EL =A+D-B-C +na+nd-nb-ncA+B+C+D A+B+C+D
(C.5)
(C.6)
If the noise terms are defined by a zero mean process, the expected values of the
noisy tracking signals are:
A+B-C-D
E[AZn] = A±±±E ~n =A+B+C+D
A+D-B-C
E[ELn] = A±BCA+B+C+D
The statistical variance of the noisy tracking signals is defined by:
Uz= E[AZ 2] - E[AZ]2
oL = E[EL2 ] - E[EL]2
(C.7)
(C.8)
(C.9)
(C.10)
which can be rewritten as:
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2 2 + 2 2 2 _ E [] + [ n] + 2 E[n ] + E[n2]
AzA+ B+C+D A+B+C+D
(C.11)
But since the noise process is zero mean, the expected values of the noise terms
are equal to their variances, which simplifies the expression:
2  + o2 + 2 + a22 a~b c±d (C.12)AAZ +B+C+D
And since the variances result from the same process, they are equal, which sim-
plifies the expression further:
-AZ (A + B + C + D)2 (C.13)
Therefore, the rms terms are:
o~AZ - a C-14)
2o-
o7- = " (C.-15)A+B+C+D -
which can be defined in terms of the SNR:
1
Orms = N (C.16)
/ SN R
Lastly, to convert this to angular coordinates, multiply by the voltage-to-angle
transfer function, referred to here as 1p:
1
orms = (C.17)SF /SN R
This final term is referred to as the Noise Equivalent Angle (NEA), and the angle-
to-voltage transfer function (SF) is referred to as the tracking sensor gain or slope
factor. For a given SNR in the receiver, the tracking discriminant determines the
NEA.
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